RUSH SELECT

Player Handbook
Where the Trails of Passion and Purpose Meet,
Begins the Path to Victory.

RUSH CORE
VALUES

Accountability: Be accountable for your actions and hold others accountable for
their actions. Who am I ultimately accountable to, and who judges my work?
Advice: Seek out advice and aspire to be the best. In order to learn, we must be open
to learning and consider the advice of others. Are you coachable?
Empathy: Empathy is at the core of solid relationships. Enjoyment: Enjoy your work,
this is a gift. The desires of diligent workers are satisﬁed.
Humility: Apologize when you make a mistake. Forgive others and do not look back.
Leadership: Leaders strive to be trustworthy, honest and sincere. They possess traits
such as integrity and honor. They are willing to serve others and sacriﬁce their own
interests. Leaders are constructive and hardworking.
Passion: Passion always trusts, always hopes and always perseveres. Passion never
fails.
Respect: Respect everyone. Respect the opponent, the rules, your colleagues, your
superiors and subordinates. Be thoughtful and considerate.
Safety: Our environment is safe. This includes the ofﬁce, our travels, the ﬁelds and
our bodies. Safety is not only physical safety from harm, but safety from ridicule and
attack. We are comforted and encouraged in the club. We portray self-control and
kindness to our staff, our colleagues and players.
Tenacity: To be successful, persevere…. persevere but do not be anxious. Fear no one.
Be strong and courageous. Work when no one is looking, even when the
circumstances are not right and everyone else quits. Diligence never loses because
it never quits. Outwork your opponent, and most importantly, work smart. Don’t
wait for external inspiration. The people who go far do so because they motivate
themselves and give life their best, regardless of how they feel.
Unity: Together all things are possible. When your teammates are down,
bear each other’s burdens; conversely, celebrate your teammate’s
successes.

Code of Conduct
For Travel

Dear Player,
As we fast approach our team travel event, we want to take the time to wish you good luck. The
opportunity to travel as a team and represent your club is a privilege and one that should not be taken
for granted. Embrace the challenge of competition and respect each and every opponent but fear none.
Approach every game with great determination and tenacity.
Just as important as the technical side, is our character and behavior off the field. The following are the
Rush rules and regulations that must be adhered to.

1. C.G.P.A.- Rush Players must maintain a 2.75 C.G.P.A. in order to be eligible to
travel with any Rush Team. This C.P.G.A may be determined 60 days prior to travel and the
ability to travel will be at the discretion of the respective DOC. and Team Coach.

2. RUSH SPONSORSHIP- All members of the Rush are expected to cooperate
with our current sponsors in a reasonable fashion as requested. Specifically, traveling Rush
players must: -Please make sure that your uniform and all uniform accessories, including
warm-ups and equipment bags, are compliant with club policies. We ask that you support
the club’s apparel and equipment sponsor, Capelli, by using Capelli balls, shin guards and
other products whenever possible.

3. TRAVEL DRESS- Rush teams will have two choices of dress while travelling. (1)
Slacks, Rush polo, dress/casual shoes, Rush track suit top or (2) Rush track suit, Rush
training top, sneakers. Disrespectful slogans, political statements, disrespectful wording or
statements shall not be displayed on the person. Clothes shall “fit”; nothing too tight or
nothing to lose. No holes or tears in the clothing shall be present. A higher standard may be
established by the Head Coach when desired. At no time will the Head Coach set a lesser
standard then set forth in the Rules & Regulations.

4. ROOM REQUIREMENTS- At no time will anyone of the opposite gender be
allowed in each others rooms while club travel is taking place.

5. TRAVEL CURFEW- Unless extenuating circumstances or the Head Coach has
determined a team curfew; the Club Curfew is 11:00 pm in the time zone you are currently
staying
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6. RUSH TRAVEL RESPONSIBILITIES
The players are expected to travel and stay and participate with the team for the entire
event. The entire event is classified as when the player arrives at the home airport and
when the player returns to the baggage claim at the home airport. Any exceptions will be
granted and determined by the Head Coach.
As far as common practice, all participants on the trip are expected to be polite, positive,
well-mannered, cooperative, good sports, and respectful and considerate of others - those
you encounter along the way as well as those with whom you are traveling. Rooms and the
vans will need to be kept clean.
There are times when you will be off without direct adult supervision. When this happens,
one of the chaperones will expect to know where you are and when you will be back. At the
same time, it is always your responsibility to a) know how to find one of the chaperones, b)
know when and where you are expected to be next, and c) be there on time. When you are
off without adult supervision, you will always use the “Rule of Three” - at least three players
together.
Hotel room doors should be closed (not propped open). At night, doors should be locked
and the dead bolt secured. Do not open the door for anyone except chaperones or
coaches. If hotel personnel or security guards are at the door, politely ask them to call a
chaperone or coach.
No running, kicking of balls or yelling in hotel areas. Please be respectful of other guests.
Our trip will be absolutely drug and alcohol free. Anyone found with possession of any
illegal drugs or alcohol will immediately be expelled from the team and returned on the first
flight home at their parents expense.
Players are required to respect the scheduled times throughout the trip. If a player is late to
a team designated meeting place (van, hotel, field, etc.) a team chaperone will stay behind
and care for the player. The team will stay on schedule and the incident will be treated later
in a case-for-case basis.
There will be no tolerance for fighting and rebelling or for taking any initiatives that would
put your life or other team members in danger (i.e. hanging from windows or balconies).
General behavior while in public places or competition venues must be exceptional. All
players are encouraged to address adults or group leaders properly while conversing or
asking for help. Use polite titles and words.
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Emergency health response will be administered in accordance with the insurance
jurisdiction that is on file with the team manager. All members are encouraged to disclose
their medical needs and allergy symptoms to the group leaders.
The team will be eating together at most times and the menu will be similar for all players,
catering to their taste but designed to enhance their performance during games. All players
are encouraged to be open-minded and willing to comply with the food provided to them
throughout the trip.
Stealing or taking other’s possessions without permission will absolutely not be tolerated.
Please show respect toward your teammates and their possessions.
There may be a designated time every day for players to do homework or work on school
assignments if the trip is during school time. All players are encouraged to bring their
schoolwork on the trip.

7. PLAYER RESPONSIBILITIES
● PLEASE REMEMBER TO BRING A SOCCER BALL!
● Adhere to check-in times and places set by Coach.
● Buddy System required at ALL times - WHENEVER OUT OF ROOM. NO ONE
GOES ANYWHERE ALONE!!
Room Captains may be designated by coach - Room captain is responsible for leading their
roommates by:
● Establishing that everyone has a BUDDY every time they leave room.
● Designating who has room keys and keeping room locked at all times.
● Getting all roommates up on time for breakfast at designated times.
● Getting roommates to have their laundry bags ready at preset times.
● Getting roommates to get ready to meet schedules for van departure and
games.
● Getting roommates to dinner and other activities at set meeting times.
● Making certain all curfews are met & all roommates are in room before curfew.
● Getting roommates to team meetings on time.
● Getting roommates to keep rooms organized so personal items can be found.
● Communicating problems to Team Manager or Coach.
● Logging phone calls so proper player can pay for calls (if not prepaid.)
● Getting roommates to respect players’ pre-game rituals. At coach’s discretion, if a
“problem” occurs, i.e., missed curfew, the Room Captain may be held responsible.
Thank you and good luck.
The Rush Staff

The Rush Way to
Play Overview

The following is a summary of how Rush players and teams play and perform.
The Rush Way to Play is based upon movement and activity by both player and ball.
Possession-oriented does not fully describe how we play; attack-oriented does.
Whether in possession or in defense, we are attacking. Rush Players play with
freedom yet understand the importance of responsibility and the balance between
the two. Rush teams are flexible and adapt to varying circumstances. The Rush Way
to Play represents both passion and purpose.
The following are bullet points detailing how Rush players and teams play and
perform.

The Rush Player

The Team

● Technically Proficient
● Athletic, Fit with Strong Work Ethic
● Mentally Tough and Positive
● Insightful, Thoughtful, Purposeful – A
Student of the Game
● Attacking and Aggressive
● Willing to Defend
● Ready to Battle
● Understanding of Transition
● Active without Ball
● Able to Break Opponent Down by Dribble
● Belief and Confidence in Ability to Play and
Win
● Understanding of Not Only Positions, but
Positioning
● Always Asking: “How can I help? Am I
helping?”
● Practice Rush Core Values
● Belief in Self, Team and Club (Club is
Family)

● Multiple Moving Parts - Mobile
● Freedom without Fear
● Understanding that With Freedom
Comes Responsibility
● Understanding that Positioning is More
Critical than Position
● Psychologically Prepared
● Able to Defend with Man-Marking or
Zonal (Can Do So with Confidence for
Long Periods)
● Able to Play Multiple Systems
● Able to Play Multiple Styles (with Ball
and Player Movement As the Norm)
● Attacking Mentality (with or without
Ball)
● Understanding of Game Management
● Technically Proficient
● Flexible, Adaptable, Not Stubborn
● Practice Rush Core Values
● Professional
● Belief in Team and Club

RUSH Style of
Play

● Ball possession-get ball forward and keep in attacking half.
● Solid defense-ability to win ball in all areas of the field.
Work ethic.
● Ability to adapt-can our players adjust their style in order to
get a result?
● Solid character.
● Intelligence/tactical awareness.
● Technical ability-handling the ball in tight spaces.
● Freedom without fear, but with responsibility.
● Possession oriented, but not stubborn.
● Playing to strengths of formation and understanding
weakness of opposition.
Winning!

Team FormationPurpose and Plan
11v11

Defending- Purpose
and Plan

Our goal is to have a standard way for all our teams for defensive set pieces all the
way from the Youth, Juniors, Seniors and up through the Adult First Team. The older
we get the more emphasis we must place on organizing set pieces. Set Pieces can
win and lose games for you.
The Team: Defense is a team concept not a position concept. Every player must be held
accountable for his or her defending.
Goalkeepers: The goalkeepers should play the full game when possible. They place the
demands, are the conductors, and are the sweepers. They are soccer players first!
The Back Line: Give many opportunities to develop a relationship with this line. Be sure
to have an additional player who feels very much apart of the system to cover an
unforeseen absence. When training the back line specifically, be sure to include the
goalkeeper(s). Whether playing flat or with a sweeper, the back line must have depth (in
relation to the team or with one another). Weak side backs may provide depth in a back
three or should level off with weak side center back in a back four. In normal circumstances,
the back line should be plus one relative to the number of opponents who are playing or
who are left up. For example: this may be three behind two or two in behind (the opponent’s
two) and one in front.
The Midﬁeld: Must have relationship and understand positioning relative to the line of
players behind them (fullbacks) as well as the line in front of them (forwards). The midfield
must be able to decide when to run the opponent out versus show inside, or to kill a change
versus defending goal side.
The Forwards: True, their first responsibility is to score goals. They are a critical aspect
to a team’s defense however. They can help dictate where the line of confrontation is (high
pressure or low pressure) as well as what direction a team (opponent) initiates their attack
(left side or right side/outside or inside). They also provide secondary pressure (doubling
back) for midfield and assist in killing the change (in point of attack).
Pressure: When we address the First Defender or pressure (1v1) we need to address
several components to what makes a good defender.
● Intercept- the best way to win the ball back individually speaking is to intercept the
ball. This requires the individual to learn to anticipate. Reading the body language of
the opponent is important. Working extremely hard mentally and physically is
required.
● Hit- if for some reason you can not intercept the ball, the next step would be to “hit”
the opponent hopefully without awarding a foul.
● No Turn- if #1 and #2 are not accomplished, do your best to make the opponent
play backwards or hold the ball…neither one is more dangerous than the other.
● Delay- if all of the above objectives were not successful and the opponent is
squared up with you, delay or in some cases foul. Some defenders are successful
watching the ball while others are successful watching the waist. A combination of
both is probably the solution.

Defending- Purpose
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Cover: The second defender or cover is the first step in team defense. The second
defender is anybody in position to help the first defender and/or step in and win ball if first
defender gets beat. The defense need to recognize dangerous moments especially in the
defending 1/3.
Balance: The third defender provides balance and is everyone who is not pressuring the
ball or covering the pressuring defender. Hard work and thought is required. The purpose is
to fill up gaps and holes that might be apparent to the opposition. Use the triangle of goal,
ball, man to help determine individual shape relative to the team. (Explanation: Triangles
are all over made up of the goal, the ball and the man/opposition. Defenders can gain their
shape by finding themselves inside that triangle. See man, see ball. Defenders should also
ask the question: Can I get there? This will aid the defender in knowing how far to be away
from opponent.)
Goal Kicks & Punts: Winning air duals in today’s game is vital. Spend time with
addressing 50/50 challenges as well as specifically goal kicks and punts in training (goal
kicks and punts for and against us). Repetitions are the answer. The best ball winners
should be placed appropriately to win balls. If the backs are going to challenge (on
opponent's kicks), be sure we have cover. If ball plays out backs (on our goal kicks), backs
should bounce in anticipation of opponent winning the first ball.
Throw-Ins: Get two to the ball when possible. Deny changes. Deny serves.
Line of Defense: High Pressure begins at the top of the penalty box or as high as
possible. Delayed High Pressure (low pressure) normally begins at midfield. Whether
playing high pressure or delayed high pressure or somewhere in between, what is most
important is that the team is together and when we go…we go!
Why do we defend? We defend to get the ball and score. Transition is critical. When
attacking, we must be prepared to defend if and when we lose possession. Part of our
thinking is: If we lose it, can we defend? Thought is given to defensive shape even while in
attack/possession. When we do win possession, our first thought is: Can we attack? To be
successful in attack, we must first keep possession when we win possession. Transition,
again, is critical. In training, play numbers down to make the exercise difficult.

Defending Set
Pieces- Purpose and
Plan
Defending Set Pieces
● First, Slow the kick down! How? There are many methods here are a few: ○ stay in
numbers. tie your shoe. are injured. are unsure whose ball it is. hand the Referee the
ball. do not make eye contact with the referee. politely debate where the ball is
spotted or where the foul occurred.
● Second, Attitude ○ The most important part of defending whether a dead ball or
during the flow of the game is your attitude. Putting you in the right place at the right
time is easy. ○ Your attitude to win the ball must be in forefront of your mind. We play
defense so we can play offense. ○ Every second your opponent has the ball is an
opportunity missed to score. ○ Great defenders possess qualities such as intensity,
tenacity, effort while exhibiting intelligence, discipline and control. Remember
intelligence and intensity…. the “two I’s. ○ To summarize, The Rush takes pride in
being stingy. Don’t let your opponent score! ○ Get in the mindset to win the ball back.
Attitude is the foundation to preventing the opposition from scoring.
● Other Important Details to Remember: ○ Limit fouls by quality defending. ○ The
more cover provided, the more patient the first defender can be which leads to less
diving or reaching and thus less fouls. ○ Compact/Together
This is an area in which Goalkeepers need to take more responsibility for organizing their
team. There are numerous responsibilities that need to be looked at when a free kick
outside the box is given:
1. Do not argue with the referee as to whether it was a foul or not.
2. Be loud when organizing the wall.
3. Demand the number of players that are needed in the wall.
4. Be aware of the number of attackers that are coming forward.
5. Are spaces behind the wall covered?
6. Be aware of all the options the opposition may be looking at and read the
situation.
7. Is it an indirect or direct kick?
8. Watch for quick free kicks.

Defending Goal Kicks:
Playing Long - As a rule of thumb, everyone 10 yards within the center circle, or “10
by the 10” to compete for oppositions goal kick.
Defending Free Kicks - The Wall:.
● Indirect - (8 types): four for the field player and four for the goalie) A free kick from
which a goal can not be scored until the ball touches another player of either team.
Referee will physically hold one arm up in the air, signaling the indirect kick.
● Direct - (10 types) A free kick from which a goal may be scored without a second
player touching the ball. The referee need not physically signal a direct free kick,
other than pointing direction. Understanding the definitions can give the defending
team an advantage.

Defending Set
Pieces- Purpose and
Plan
Defending Corner Kicks: With the referee awarding a corner kick the first thing
that should happen is the communication and organization by the goalkeeper while at the
same time watching the ball and the keeping themselves prepared for a quick kick.
The organization should be centered around making sure that the Defending players are
set up zonal (RUSH WAY). A few keys to organization that should be considered are:
a.) GK should be slightly turned at a 45 degree angle to the ball, just behind the
midline of the goal line, watching ball and area in front of goal.
b.) GK’s call should be made prior to the ball crossing the near post
c.) GK’s call should be AWAY or KEEPER
d.) Players, as pre-determined by coach, should be posted to the near and far posts
e.) Post players should be inside of the post on the goal line Corner Kicks - Zone.

● Outside Midfielders on the post; one near and one far. ○ Outside Midfielders leave the
post for two reasons: Keeper comes off his/her line to make a catch or save. If this
happens, both players slide in two yards. They become responsible for four yards each
inside the goal.
● The ball is cleared away from danger (debatable topic). Keeper commands “Away” and
“Step” for pulling up or condensing the field.
● One player placed in front of the six yard box. His/her responsibility is to imagine a mini
goal six yards by six feet. Any ball in this area is “away”.
● Three players across the six yard line: one on the near post, one on the far post and
one in the middle. These are preferably your best players in the air.
● Three players across the eight, directly out from the three players on the six yard line.
● The last player is in on top of the box….the “bullet man”, tenacious and fearless.
● On short kicks, the high near corner man pressures the ball along with the top of the
box defender.
● If you are not involved in the heading, you are shielding your man from any rebounds
or challenges by “boxing out”. Stay engaged until the team is out of danger.

Defending Set
Pieces- Purpose and
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The Wall: As you can see, the player number #1 is outside the line of the post. So we “burn” one
player. This will compensate for the shooter who has the ability to bend the ball. Players #2, #3,
#4, are in the line of the goal. Player #5 is in line with the other post. This wall would be called a
split wall. In this case, the goalie would be asking for “four plus one”.

Other points to remember:
● Closest player should front ball but all players are responsible for guarding against quick kick.
● Keeper determines the number of players in the wall. A general formula is six man wall for a
ball spotted eighteen yards from goal. Every three yards further, you may take a man out of
the wall. Below is a general rule of thumb outline for how many players should be in the wall.

● Forward lines up wall (GK can take over when referee determines that
play cannot resume prior to a whistle). GK initially can line wall up
from middle of goal.
● The wall has other responsibilities other than just being a wall. Organizing the other defenders
and deciding as a unit if encroachment is worthwhile, i.e. the free kick is dangerous, the score,
the skill of the shooter, etc. If a yellow card is issued, change that individual out of the wall.
The wall should then decide as a unit if encroachment is once again worthwhile.
● The wall must look for clues the opposition could be giving. Examples: two on the ball, is there
a potential pass, shooters angle of approach, backs sent forward, etc.
● In general, keepers with a poor vertical reach should start inside the goal, i.e. U11’s. It is
important that the players in the wall are paying attention to how the goalkeeper lines up the
wall and that they listen to his/her instructions. The instructions that are given should be telling
the wall to go either left or right, how many players are in the wall, and they have to be LOUD
and FORCEFUL.

Set Pieces- Purpose
and Plan

Defensive Free Kicks cont.
The goalkeeper then should place themselves in a position to where they can have a good view of the
ball. This is usually more towards the central area of the goal, so he/she can cover the far post area,
but not too far as to not be able to get back across to the near post. The keeper wants to stay in a
central location as much as possible and tighter to the goal line. The keeper should also be aware of
the space in front of him/herself. You do not want the defensive line dropping too far back into the box
and making the area crowded. This only makes it more difficult to come off the line and receive a clean
ball. Again, a general rule of thumb is to have your defensive line just the wall. This is dependant on
how far out the free kick is given.

The number one priority is to make sure that set pieces are organized prior to the game. For example,
who will be in the wall? Who will be closing the ball down on an indirect free kick? Who is marking
players or are you going to play a zonal defense? These are all the responsibility of the goalkeeper
and what they are comfortable with. Play to the keeper’s ability.

Defensive Penalty Kicks
● Although there is little we can do to manipulate the defending of a penalty kick, that little bit
might be enough.
● Do not leave the penalty box so willingly.
● Keeper should take his/her time getting in position.
● Keeper should watch shooters approach.
● Defenders, fight for good position to follow up. Not only is this good for a deflection, it is telling
the shooter you are expecting a rebound.
● Keepers, anticipate, read the shooter, and make an educated decision on which way to dive.

Attacking Penalty Kicks
● Although penalty kicks usually come down to the individual penalty kick taker converting,
there are details that can make a difference.
● Confidence is critical. The kicker must know he/she is going to score. No second guessing.
● Same rules apply in the back. Plus one. Remember that once the ball is hit, the game is live.
Everybody must remain focused.
● Players not holding back or taking the kick must get position and prepare to follow. The kick
taker cannot follow up his/her own rebound unless it is touched by the goalkeeper. Every
other player can finish any kind of rebound.

Attacking
Purpose and
Plan
Styles of Play
The playmaking style, also known as
“Total Football”, is one of two team
strategies, the second being the counter
attacking style. These two styles are at the base
of all the decisions about how a team will play in a
match. A team’s style of play is determined by the
quality, personality, temperament, mentality and
character of the players on the team.

Build Up
● Ball movement-fast combinations
and good support are key.
● The ability to play 1 and 2 touch
passes.
● Tactical awareness. Recognizing
when you are numbers up; build with
the purpose of drawing in defenders.
● Carry the play: being able to play at
a high tempo and the next time use
delaying tactics to slow the play
down. Playmakers.
● The attack starts where you win the
ball. Win ball in opponent's half.
● The opponent has received a red
card and you are a man up.

● Adaptability and mobility. Do
players have the ability to change
positions on the ﬂy? Movement off
the ball.
● The ability to handle the ball in a
very tight space. Technique!
● Vision-switching the point of
attack.
● Use of GK-must be able to
distribute and keep possession.
● Climate/Field conditions. Nice
grass, big ﬁeld.
● Transition from defense to attack.
Connect 2 quick passes.
● Domination in midﬁeld.

PASSION & PURPOSE

Attacking
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Styles of Play
The playmaking style, also known as
“Total Football”, is one of two team
strategies, the second being the counter
attacking style. These two styles are at the base
of all the decisions about how a team will play in a
match. A team’s style of play is determined by the
quality, personality, temperament, mentality and
character of the players on the team.

Direct Play
● Defensive organization in your own
half. Limit the space behind the back
line and goal. Defending starts at the
midﬁeld line. Low pressure defending.
● Defenders keeping the play in front of
them. Patience is a virtue and choosing
the correct moment to win the ball is
an art.
● Starting the counter. The decision of
whether to counter or build up the
attack must be made immediately.
Speed of thought and action. The
counter is on when the player who has
won the ball can ﬁnd a target player.

● Organization and communication.
Each line must stay compact and
eliminate gaps.
● The midﬁeld line acts as the ﬁrst
line of defense. They must keep the
opponents in front of their zone.
● Quick and long distribution from
GK.
● You are losing or down a man.
● Poor ﬁeld conditions.
● Non technical players in back and
midﬁeld. Opposition is superior.
● In your own half the marking is
aggressive. Pressing.

ACCOUNTABILITY & TENACITY
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Styles of Play
The playmaking style, also known as
“Total Football”, is one of two team
strategies, the second being the counter
attacking style. These two styles are at the base
of all the decisions about how a team will play in a
match. A team’s style of play is determined by the
quality, personality, temperament, mentality and
character of the players on the team.

Direct Play
● Defensive organization in your own
half. Limit the space behind the back
line and goal. Defending starts at the
midﬁeld line. Low pressure defending.
● Defenders keeping the play in front
of them. Patience is a virtue and
choosing the correct moment to win
the ball is an art.
● Starting the counter. The decision of
whether to counter or build up the
attack must be made immediately.
Speed of thought and action. The
counter is on when the player who
has won the ball can ﬁnd a target
player.

● Organization and
communication. Each line must
stay compact and eliminate gaps.
● The midﬁeld line acts as the ﬁrst
line of defense. They must keep the
opponents in front of their zone.
● Quick and long distribution from
GK.
● You are losing or down a man.
● Poor ﬁeld conditions.
● Non technical players in back
and midﬁeld. Opposition is
superior.
● In your own half the marking is
aggressive. Pressing.

LEADERSHIP & UNITY

Attacking Corner Kicks
● In-swingers are the norm.
● Hunters (3) represent the very best players in the air. Must be active
prior to kick being taken.
● Two players begin on the keeper (front and back). The player on the near
must be technically sound to aid in any short corner options. Both “zip”
apart when or prior to ball being served.
● One player is set up on or around the middle six with the responsibility of getting
to and screening the keeper.
● One player is top of box to “keep it alive” or finish any knockdowns. (Two if one
player is back.)
● Plus one in the back (depending on how many players are left up). Typically
our two to their one.
● Players left at midfield must first destroy any counter (if possible) and if ball
comes out get it “wide or behind”.
● If you are not involved in the heading or initial attempt at finish you are getting to
goal or preparing to battle to keep it alive. Stay engaged until ball is out of play or
cleared out.

Attacking Set Pieces
Can we play fast? Though we are setting specific plays to generate positive attacks or
goal scoring opportunities, the creative aspect will always remain important.
● Playing fast rarely ever means rush (no pun).
● Service is everything.
● Mentality is critical. Players must be willing.
● Organization and the team being on the same page is important. Players must
understand all the roles and the importance of the roles. Though not a glorious
role, the players who remain back to play 2v1 or 3v2 can be just as vital as the
players attacking the ball to score. Each player has important responsibilities.
● No counters. Teams can be at their most vulnerable when taking attacking
set pieces. Early fouls are okay.
● Whether out of the flow of play or off our own attacking set pieces, if
clearance comes out towards midfield, ball should be quickly placed
very wide or behind defense. Over the end line is always safest
option.

Attacking Direct Kicks
● Keep it simple! If a shot is on, that is first option.
● Two players must be prepared to flash in front of keeper, inside of wall, to
screen the keeper or off-balance the keeper. Starting position may vary.
● Players not involved with the kick or screening must get to goal and be
hunters.
● If free kick is from wide position, top of the box remains a critical area.
“keep it alive!”
● Plus one (minimum) in behind with thought to potential rebounds that may
come off of wall.
● Be mindful of the wall who becomes attackers if they block it. Position
players accordingly.

Attack Indirect Kicks
●A free kick from which a goal can not be scored until the ball touches another player
of either team. Referee will physically hold one arm up in the air, signaling the indirect
kick.
● As with direct kicks, if a shot is on, that is first option. The ball needn’t move.
Literally a tap of the foot followed by a strike.
● If a shot is not on because the wall is properly set, we must move the wall. Three
man set up, touch, stop, strike. Moving the ball laterally (and perhaps slightly back)
displaces the wall and provides a larger portion of the goal to shoot at.
● Free kicks from wide (attacking 1/3), like corners, should be hit as in-swingers.
Ball should be struck so that if nobody touched it, it
would score (typically at the far post, but near can work as well on the odd
time.
● Players not involved in the taking of the kick must make sure they cover
the top of the box as well as the near post area (get across the GK’s
face), the keeper himself/herself and also the back post area.

Up a Goal,
Down a Goal

When winning: Remember, the whole
point is NOT time wasting. The referee
is required to add time on. The point is to
not let the opponent get into a rhythm or
ﬂow. Team sports often have patterns. Recognize
when the opponent is in the zone, and try to disrupt
their rhythm.
When losing: It is imperative that you stay focused. The
opponent will do everything in its power to disrupt your
rhythm. Stay in tune with the game. All you can do is control the
controllable – yourself. Focus on how you can help your team get a
goal back. When scoring is your dominant thought, the opposition’s
antics become meaningless.

Down a Goal

Up a Goal
● Adjust System to 4-5-1
● Keep possession (preferably in
opponents half)
● Don’t rush restarts
● Be organized on defensive set pieces
● Drop the line of confrontation
● Get numbers behind the ball
● Stay down if injured/ Take time
subbing
● Professional Fouls to kick counter
attacks
● Go to corner ﬂag
● GK uses feet on weak shots
● Prevent crossing and shots
● Keep ball as far away from goal as
possible, possibly out of bounds

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Adjust to 2-5-3
Play direct
Quick set pieces but don’t waste
them
Get numbers forward
High pressure
Stand up when fouled
Keep ball in play- no dumb fouls
Take risks
Offside Trap
GK becomes sweeper
Ask for time to be added, please!
Shag balls of shots, out of
bounds etc.

Rush Vocabulary
In an attempt to further our club’s consistency on the field, the following
vocabulary list should become consistent by all Rush teams
1 Yea- When calling for a ball. Ball or Hey are
also acceptable. Teammates Name is also
acceptable.
2 Hold- When asking/executing an
overlapping run.
3 Over- When asking a player to leave or
dummy the ball.
4 Leave- It Not to be confused with “over”.
Leave it should be used when executing a
take over.
5 Keeper- Call made when keeper is going
for the ball.
6 Away- Call made when keeper expects
defender to clear the ball.
7 Step (up)- Demand given when team is
expected to step up. Push (up) is also
acceptable. Normally used when trying to get
out of the box, but can be used whenever
needed.
8 Raise Your Line- Similar to step, but this is
usually used in the midfield area. Specific to
the back line. Step or Squeeze may also be
used here.
9 Drop Your Line- Specific to the back line.
This phrase is used of the backs need to
drop.
10 Drop- When team needs to concede
ground/drop back.
11 Bounce- This command is given when
backs need to prepare for possible long pass.
It is the act of preparing or flexing in case a
fast drop or sprint back is necessary. This is
not the same as dropping however. “Bounce”
can also refer to an individual and is the
action of taking quick steps back or out to
create or open up space.
12 Hold/Good- Command that can be given
when the team (backs specifically) have
reached a point where they needn’t push or
drop or bounce.
13 Across the Face- Used typically when
running across the face of the goalkeeper or
face of the goal.

14 Flasher(s)- Players who flash on the
inside of the wall, in front of the keeper
on attacking set pieces.
15 Bullet Man- Any player(s) who rush
the opponent’s free kick.
16 Shift- When call is made for the back
line to get across. Slide is also
acceptable.
17 Change (it)- When referring to
switching the ball and changing the
point of attack.
18 Next Side- Another command witch
says switch the ball.
19 Stretch (it)- Used when asking the
attacking team to open up high and wide
to stretch out opponent.
20 Tuck In Pinch- In also acceptable.
Used when asking players to fill the
middle (for ex. on goal kicks or punts)
21 Compact- When referring to how we
defend with numbers together, killing
space.
22 Protect It- Command given when
asking a player to shield the ball, or hide
the ball from defender.
23 Connect- Find a pass.
24 Relax- Does not mean be casual!
Rather it refers to composure,
confidence
25 Be Active- Command asking players
to be on the move.
26 Zip- On attacking corner, this is the
movement of the players on each side
of the keeper.
27 Keep It Alive- Command given when
there is a bouncing ball in the box (i.e.
off of attacking corner) to not let the ball
get cleared.
28 Split Wall- On defending free kicks,
anything over four players mean a
second wall is created. The bigger of the
two walls protects the near post, the
smaller of the two protects the far.

Rush Vocabulary
29 First Post- Same as front post or near
post.
30 Second Post- Same as back post or far
post.
31 Line of Confrontation- Where team
begins high pressure.
32 Low Pressure- Delayed high pressure.
33 Stop It/Kill It - Used when asking a
teammate to stop the ball dead/still.
34 Get Into Players- Reminder given to
players on our goal kick (not opponent’s) or
punt to front or mark up opponent not
allowing them to win the ball freely.
35 Tight- When asking players to get
touch-tight to opponent.
36 Body Up- Next step beyond touch-tight.
Get into players, use body, arms, and hands
to obstruct and defend.
37 Button Hook- Run, typically by forward,
which is a short checking run towards ball
and then a hooking run back away from ball
towards goal.
38 Show- Any movement to provide an
option for the player on the ball.
39 Check- A short, sharp run towards the ball
or towards the ball at an angle.
40 Fake Throw- Prior to making a throw in,
fake the throw in one direction and throw to
another.
41 Molly- Professional foul. Signal can come
from any where or any one, but likely coach.
42 Signals● Hang loose = Go down with injury (or after
player has gone down feigning injury).
● Thumbs Up = Player is okay (signal from
trainer).
● Substitution Motion (rotation of forefingers)
= Substitution is needed.
43 Level Off- Most often to help outside
backs get in position. Getting on same line as
center back.
44 Counter Move- Prior to checking into a
space, a counter move is the act of going
away (creating space).

45 Press- Apply pressure to the ball.
“Close” or “Squeeze” or “Step” are also
acceptable.
46 Show Left/Right- When
communicating to first defender. Take
left/right also acceptable.
47 Right/Left- When asking a player to
move a certain direction. (Not the same
as above.)
48 Block It- Communicating to players
to tackle without swinging leg.
49 Cover/Second Player- Command
given when one player is about to
challenge. Surrounding players cover.
50 Set (it)- Command given when
player passes short to a teammate,
follows pass and expects to take the ball
that has been “set” for them. Or this
command can be used at any time when
needing the ball prepared (typically
short or stopped) or passed.
51 Break the Line- Also used: Who can
penetrate? Or look to penetrate. The
phrase refers to just that, penetrating.
Asking players to break through the
opponent’s defending line.
52 Across the Line- When asking
players to run laterally across the
opponent’s defending back line prior to
penetrating.
53 Target- Command given to forwards
(typically) which is to encourage them to
think about keeping possession first and
foremost.
54 We Need the Ball- Reminder to
players: we’ve not had possession, don’t
force it, etc.
55 Play, Move, Look, Call- What all
Rush players can/should do when
playing.

